Introduction i
Recently, in very interesting works, Nambu [1] , as well as Bardeen, Hill and Lindner [2] , and others [3] , have suggested replacing the Higgs mecha_fism [4] in the Standard model [5] with a dynamical symmetry breaking approach generated by _'our-fermion interactions of the top .... quark. In fact, their model for the Higgs sector is that of Nambu and Jona-Lasinio [6] , and one may recover the usual Higgs mesoa as a composite of t and [. Oneof the present authors as well as others [7] have followed the original NJ L work by i_ltroducing vector as well as scalar four fermion interactions, thereby also generating vector mesons as composite fields in this model. Here we attempt to combine these two approaches , to generate the entire electro-weak interaction from a four-fermion effective lagrangian. The W, Z and Higgs then appear as coherent composites of all quarks and leptons, not just the heaviest quark.
There are clear problems with such an approach which will become evident, but there are also possible rewards.
The effective four fermion theory of thispaper is assumed to be the correct interaction at some high scale A, and could presumably be obtained as the low energy limit of some more basic theory, applicable at even higher energy; for instance by integrating Out the high energy non-fermionic degrees of freedom above the scale A. Subsequently, we integrate the single fermion loops of the four-fermion theory to obtain an effective action at an intermediate interactions are included through the usual renormalisation group equations. This parallels the method of reference [2] ; they differ inperforming a matching at the scale A, where the boson wave function renormalisations vanish, through compositeness conditions. As a caveat we must add that this procedure is clearly somewhat arbitrary for the non-renormMisable NJL model, but like [2] , we suppose that some limited degree of fine-tuning eliminates the quadratic divergences from the theory and leaves logarithmic divergences which can be handled in the renormalisation group scheme.
The masses and mixing angles for the composite particles are then obtained at an inter-' mediate but nevertheless still large scale _ in our approach. For example, sin2(#w) is found to be a simple rational number, reminiscent of grand unified models; and in addition the W and Z _masses are very. simply related to the top quark mass. Several authors, in particular Marciano [9] [10] , and evolved downward as usual, to yield a determination of # and a prediction of the ratio _ at present experimental energies. The indefiniteness Mw of the scales ,'_'and #, and the direct use of the parameters of the effective lagrangian for the composites as boundary conditions of course is reflected ii1 a similar indefiniteness of the predictions we make.
We note that although we have not attempted to include the strong interactions explicitly here, it is clear that one could generate composite gluons and massive vector bosons at the same time in an extended version of this same scheme.
The Model
The model is defined by' 
• Shifting the fields according to:
then cancels the four fermion interactions in favour of a coupling between the auxiliary fields and the fermions. The partition fanction is then essentially that for the coupled mesonfermion theory. We note that at this level gauge invariance is broken only by the quadratic classical terms Let for the auxiliary fields. The lagrangian for tim shifted fields (in which primes may be dropped) then reads:
where Dr is the covariant derivative:
The composite bosons, their propagators and their interactions are obtained by examining the one fermion loop effective action:
in which:
, ,
and we have defined scalar fields with the usual dimension by absorbing the coupling Gs:
Since Gs is a matrix, II.r must be symmetrised on II and r. We have generated an expansion of the action by introducing a scalar meson condensate (a) = ao and Gsao = M, so that Ao = i_+ M is the Dirac operator for massive quarks propagating in the condensed vacuum.
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The model, so far is a normal theory of fermions and bosons, manifestly gauge invariant in the fermion-boson sector, but lacking kinetic terms for both scalar and vector bosons.
The classical 'hard' mass terms in Eq(2.6) seem to violate gauge invariance at this point, but we will deal with this matter later.
The Boson Action.
The masses and kinetic energies of ali mesons may be generated naturally from Eq(2;6). For example in the purely scalar sector, eliminating linear terms in the fluctuation of cr around the condensate leads to the (NJL) gap equation:
'rr 0+M
and the second order action in f2s contains the kinetic energies and masses for the composite scalar:
Zs=½Tr i¢+Z
Third and fourth order terms complete the rest of the Higgs lagrangian. In' equation (3.2) we have dropped terms with more than two deriva.tives of the fields, and we will follow this procedure throughout the paper. It emerges in any case that these terms are of n0n-leading order in the limit that the scale A is very large. The scales A and # enter the problem as upper and lower limits for the loop integration in (3.1),which is then given explicitly by:
Combining (3.3) with (3.2) then cancels the 'hard' (proportional t0 A2) mass terms for the scalar field, leaving only terms which vanish in the limit of no dynamical symmetry breaking, that is, when ao= 0. assuming that the top quark dominates, m_ > > m_, (3. 3) becomes a need to be imposed in ' the vector boson sector to guarantee gauge invariance and the strict vanishing of the photon n:iass, The kinetic terms for the Higgsmay be put into normal form by a wavefunction renormalisation'
, c (3, 5) _v,'e note here that this procedure is not without ambiguity [2] , We will simply take the approach in this paper ihat neither the Couplings nor the masses can be unambiguously identified, This Will not however prevent us from making at least suggestive predictions, as the ratios of masses and of couplings can be identifiedunambiguously. Assum._ng a conventional normalisation for the scalar kinetic terms we fi.nd the standard NJL expression for the mass of the Higgs scalar:
We re-emphasise that the parameters of the Lagrangian we derive are given at, the Scale #, considerablybelow the scale of the more basic theory at A.
It is now a straightforward, if somewhat tedious exerc!se to derive the vector boson action up to second order in derivatives. The algebra is simplified if one wishes to obtain only the terms of leading order in the limit that A becomes large (recall that the renormalisation factor ZH " In(A/#), is diverging logarithmically as A _ c_), The surviving terms in this fimit are:
Where W_, = W_,, r. In this result integrals over four dimensional k and z axe understood.
The symbol F..(W)
is the full, nonabelian field strength tensor. Apart from those mass terms which are not proportional to M 2, these tei'ms axe just the gauge field sector of the standard model with spontaneous symmetry breaking by the Higgs mechanism. The additional fmc tuning, discussed above, will be necessary to guarantee that the hard mass terms in (3,7) cancel against the c].assical quadratic terms which were introduced into the action to cancel the four-fermion interaction, The analysis of the quadratic terms is somewhat subtle, and we. present and discuss these terms in full detail in the next section. 
Quadratic Vector Boson Action
Ali terms quadratic in boson fields arise from second order in the expansion of the logarithm and may be written:
T(:Z)already d_splayed. Not unexpect_edly, we set: with the term Xss The sums in the W-W terms are over generations only, the remaining traces are over Dirac matrices and momentum, and the anti-symmetric symbols .4a_, are just the linear terms in the covariant field tensors:
A_,x = (O,,A_ -O_A_).
The' symbols Q,, Ci, R,, T,, are defined by:
c, = 2_Zewcs(vL + vL)-2,ZG_¢_¢_+ 2csaw(Z_-_,_)¢_vL_
Performing sums over ali the fermions we find also c,= -
where ng is the number of generations. As we have noted above, considerable simplification would result if only terms of leading order in the limit A .--. c¢ were retained, were it not for the very important requirement that the photon mass must, to all intents and purposes, 3 vanish identically, certainly also to several non-leading orders as well as leading order in the large cutoff expansion. First we note a central result, which emerges from a consideration of the hard mass terms in Equations(4.1-9). We reiterate that the hard mass terms axe just those proportional to A2. In particular one finds:
IzA~A_G_(]# 2 -cfl) (4, 14) with leading In(A) terms vanishing identically, Thus the condition:
removes such terms from this off-diagonal action, and the next order are not present, Remarkably, this same condition, in effect sin2(0w) = _ as in the SU(5) GUT [13] In either case, to the degree of accuracy required in these preliminary computations one has for the weak angle at #:
Thisvalue for t'he weak mixing angle is that predicted by grand unified theories [13] , but the intermediate scale t_ at which the present calculation achieves it is not necessarily a point of equality of couplings, that is, the scale t_ need not be the grand unified scale.
Renormalisation
Group Evolution of the Mass Ratios.
The effective lagrangian so far defined for the scalar-vector boson sector at # certainly seems to be that of the standard model. We now imagine the strong interactions to be simply married to the electro-weak theory, and the relationships so far obtained evolved down to, say, the scale Mw = 80.7GEV. Reasonable quantities to consider axe the mass M 2 ratios _-w (#), and the weak mixing angle, both of which should be somewhat more free of the ambiguities discussed above than the individual couplings gi(tt). We will choose the scale # such that sin2(0w) evolves down to the experimental value: 0.232 [14] . (X3
The latter is one of a general family of. solutions for the fermion coupling RG equation found by (KSZ) [15] but ignores electro-weak corrections at the scale tt [9] . The arbitrary parameter C may be determined by first evolving a3 to kt and then using (5.2) and (5.3).
One needs also, the evolution equations for a2(#) and c_3(tt) which we again take at the
M2
8 obtained ignoring quark mass differences in one-loop level [9, 10, 14] . For the ratio _ = _he W + wave function renormalisation (but not in the mass coefficient), we find:
:for both scales kt mentioned above, an apparently stable prediction. Allowing for reasonably The treatment we present here follows in many ways that outlined in [2] , but of course,
we have added a specific SU(2) x U(1) current-current interaction to the four-fermion theory. In both presentations the four-fermion theory is expected to be valid at some scale: Introducing extra generations with still one high mass (up) quark dominating would leave sin2(Ow), and _ unchanged at #, but would weaken the couplings at the scale #as well as altering the evolutions upwards to #. Moreover the altered mass prediction would then be for this new up quark, and presumably the top would be lower.
Finally, it should be pointed out that with all the four-fermion couplings inversely pro-.
portional to the cutoff, it should be possible to investigate multi-fermion loop contributions and check the perturbative nature of the four-fermion interaction.
